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About
FitForce Planner is a tool for Force Fitness Instructors (FFIs) to create fitness training programs for
Marines in their Company. Programs can be configured for varied lengths of time (e.g., many days to
many months), and they can be customized based on training experience according to three training
levels: Beginner, Intermediate, or Advanced. The tool allows FFIs to schedule one or more playcards on
any given day (e.g., Agility, Mobility, Upper Max—similar to playcards). Additionally, to facilitate
Periodization planning, FFIs can label two or more consecutive days with a specific phase label (e.g.,
Foundation, Hypertrophy, Endurance, Strength).
FitForce Mobile is a tool that allows individuals to open assigned physical fitness training plans on their
own smartphones. Playcards per day present exercise-specific details to the trainee while allowing them
to input specific performance results (to track progress) or self-report feedback (to maintain awareness
of well-being).
With informative visualizations and trend analyses, FFIs can view the progress and status of both
individual Marines and their entire Company or Unit. With FitForce Planner and FitForce Mobile, FFIs
can plan and manage physical fitness programs to meet the changing needs of their Marines. This guide
will show you how.
If you are an FFI, please take our survey at https://forms.gle/mtvRR6oopvgTnzo37 on how your unit
assesses readiness so that we can better serve you!

Software and Hardware Requirements
The following is a list of system requirements for FitForce Planner.
Software
Operating System
Web Browser
Hardware
CPU
Graphics Hardware
RAM
Disk Space
Pointing Device
Keyboard
Speakers
Other
Bandwidth

•
•
•
•

Windows 7 or 10 Professional/Enterprise Edition, 64-bit
Google Chrome™ 76+ (recommended browser)
Microsoft® Edge® 44+
Mozilla® Firefox® 69+

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Intel ®Core ™ i7 – 3520M @ 2.90 GHz 2.89 GHz
N/A
4 GB
N/A
Three-button mouse
Standard keyboard
Optional

•

6-10 Mbps
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FitForce Planner
Create a New Account
Welcome to FitForce Planner. To get started, open a Chrome Web browser, navigate to
https://planner.usmcfitforce.com/login, and select Create New Account.

On the next screen, you will need to enter your e-mail address. Later, you will enter your first and last
name, rank (optional), and password in order to update your account. Click Sign Up to begin the
registration process; this will open up text fields for you to enter your first and last name, rank
(optional), password, and confirm your password.
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Once all required fields are complete, the Complete Sign Up button will become enabled. By signing up
for FitForce, you are agreeing to the Terms of Service. Click Complete Sign Up to create your account.
The page will then display a notification to check your e-mail (below).
Here are some “Do's and Don’ts” when creating a password:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Do use a combination of characters, including uppercase and lowercase letters, symbols, and
numbers.
Don’t use commonly used passwords, such as “123456,” the word “password,” combinations
like “qwerty” or “111111,” or easily guessed words, like “FitForce.”
Do make your user password at least eight characters long.
Don’t use a derivative of your name, a family member’s name, or the name of a pet.
Don’t phone numbers, addresses, birthdays, or Social Security numbers.
Don’t use the same password across multiple websites. If remembering multiple passwords is an
issue, you can use a password manager application to securely store your passwords.
Do use abbreviated phrases for passwords. You can choose a phrase such as, “I want to go to
England.” You can convert this phrase to an abbreviation by using the first letters of each word
and changing the word “to” to the number “2.” This will result in the following basic password
phrase: “iw2g2e.” Make it even more complex by adding punctuation, spaces, or symbols:
“%iw2g2e!@.”
6
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•
•
•

Don’t write down your passwords, share them with anyone, or let anyone see you log into
devices or websites.
Do change your password regularly.
Do log out of FitForce Planner and Mobile apps when you have finished using them.

You will receive a notification asking you to navigate to your e-mail account and click on the provided
link to complete the registration process. You may also copy and paste the link into a new tab to verify
your account.
If you do not see an e-mail from FitForce in your inbox, you can click the Resend button on the page
shown above to have a new verification e-mail sent to your e-mail address.

Once you have verified your e-mail address through the link in the verification e-mail, you will be
redirected to our new user welcome screen. Click Next to continue.
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The next page will gives you the option to upload a profile picture and edit your name or rank, if desired.

When done, click Finish to navigate back to FitForce Planner and log in.

Log in to FitForce Planner
Launch a Chrome browser, navigate to https://planner.usmcfitforce.com/login, and enter the e-mail
address and password associated with your FitForce account. Click the Log In button when done.

8
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If your account is already verified, then Accept the terms of use, which must be done each time you log
onto FitForce Planner. If you reject the terms of use, you will be redirected back to the login screen.

After logging in, a pop-up will display, showing the updates that are running. These updates will enable
you to perform physical-fitness planning while offline if your Internet connection is poor or non-existent.
We will cover working offline in subsequent sections of this guide.

Toggle the Details button to the right to view full details of what’s being updated.

9
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When done, the pop-up will automatically close, and you will land on the FitForce Planner Dashboard.

Navigation
On the FitForce Planner Dashboard, notice the navigation menu at the top of the page (e.g., Dashboard,
Planning, Group Management, Explore, Exercise Program). A yellow line underneath a navigation menu
title indicates where you are in the application. This navigation appears on every screen throughout the
application, making it easy to get to the section where you need to be. At any point, to return to this
page, simply click Dashboard in the top navigation bar.
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Syncing Your Changes
While users have a stable Internet connection and Offline Mode is turned off, FitForce Planner will
automatically sync changes to the cloud. This ensures all users have the same updates from the cloud. If
your connection is poor or non-existent, the offline mode feature will be enabled, but users can
continue to work on newly created plans or any plan previously opened in the current login session.
Alternatively, if you know your connectivity is poor, you can toggle offline mode ON to work offline, and
then toggle it back OFF when your connection is more stable. Just be sure to toggle offline mode OFF to
sync your changes, as the application will not automatically do this even if your internet connection
improves.
While offline mode is OFF, a green dot will appear next to your name indicating your online status. This
means that you can work on any of your plans in the library or create new plans, and any changes you
make will automatically sync up to the cloud.

While offline mode is ON, an orange dot will appear next to your name. This means that you can (1)
create and work on new plans and (2) work on plans that you had previously opened while logged in the
current session. In either case, any revisions you make will not automatically sync up to the cloud while
offline mode is ON. However, once your connection is re-established and your offline mode is OFF,
toggle offline mode ON and then OFF again will cause a manual sync. This manual sync will save your
changes to the cloud. Note: While offline, many features may be unavailable, such as publishing and
sharing plans or downloading playcards.
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Sync Status
As you create and edit exercise plans, changes are typically auto-synced with a good Internet
connection. If “N/A” appears, give the application a moment to update. A spinning red circle means that
changes are syncing, and your status is being updated. A green checkmark means that all changes and
updates have been saved and pushed to the cloud. An orange cloud means that you have unsaved
changes that have not been pushed to the cloud, and you will need to manually sync your changes. To
do this, simply toggle offline mode ON and then back OFF, so that you are online again. See the above
section for more details on manually syncing your changes.

Settings
Under Settings, you can edit your profile, export and import your database, change your password,
access the FitForce Helpdesk (Support), and log out of FitForce Planner. These options are made
available by clicking on the downward caret shown to the right of your name. Note: log out is only
available with offline mode toggled off (i.e., when you have an active internet connection) so that your
changes can be synced before you log out.

Update Your Profile
To update your profile, select the Edit Profile link within your settings. A pop-up will appear where you
can edit your name, rank, e-mail, and picture. Click Save to save your changes and close the dialog, or
Cancel to close the dialog without saving your changes.
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Exporting/Importing Your Database
Exporting your database is useful if you are experiencing issues with syncing. Simply download your
database by selecting Export Database, and the next time you have an Internet connection, import the
database to restore your files. This should resolve any sync issues experienced and will replace all
previous plans and related workout data with the contents of the import file.
After downloading your database files, select Import Database. Then click on Choose file and navigate
to the location where you downloaded your database. Select the file and click Import when done.

If you are still experiencing sync issues after importing your database, please send your database to the
FitForce Developer team at fitforce@aptima.com.

Change Password
To change your password, select the Change Password link within your settings. A pop-up will appear
where you can change your password. You will need to know your current password to use this setting.
If you do not know it, then log out and use the Forgot Password link on the login screen to create a new
password.
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When done, click Update and save. Here are some “Do's and Don’ts” when creating a password:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Do use a combination of characters, including uppercase and lowercase letters, symbols, and
numbers.
Don't use commonly used passwords such as 123456, the word "password," “qwerty,”
“111111,” or a word like, “FitForce.”
Do make your user password at least eight characters long.
Don't use a derivative of your name, a family member's name, or the name of a pet.
Don't phone numbers, addresses, birthdays, or Social Security numbers.
Don’t use the same password across multiple websites. If remembering multiple passwords is an
issue, you can use a password manager application to securely store your passwords.
Do use abbreviated phrases for passwords. You can choose a phrase such as, "I want to go to
England." You can convert this phrase to an abbreviation by using the first letters of each word
and changing the word "to" to the number "2." This will result in the following basic password
phrase: “iw2g2e.” Make it even more complex by adding punctuation, spaces, or symbols:
“%iw2g2e!@.”
Don't write your passwords down, share them with anyone, or let anyone see you log into
devices or websites.
Do change your password regularly.
Do log out of FitForce Planner and Mobile app when you have finished using them.

Support
To get help with your questions or access user guides, navigate to your settings and click on the Support
link to access the FitForce Helpdesk. This link will open in a new tab or window.
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Dashboard
The three main sections of the application are accessible via the navigation menu at the top of the page,
as well as from the Dashboard:
1. Planning – gives you access to the training program (or plan) library with an overview of each.
Here is also where you can start a new plan, edit a plan, publish a plan, share a plan, or delete a
plan.
2. Group Management – provides you with tools to create groups and add users as group
members and/or group owners.
3. Explore – displays a visualization tool that analyzes actual vs. estimated exertion loads per group
and over time. Note: The “Explore” tab is currently under construction and temporarily
unavailable. You may note this button and its tab in the navigation header are disabled until the
new features are available.
Click VIEW underneath a section to access it.
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Submit Feedback
Notice the Feedback form at the bottom of the Dashboard page. The FitForce Development Team
encourages your feedback and monitors submissions on a regular basis. Your feedback is considered
when planning future upgrades of the application. Enter your feedback here and click on the Send
button to submit your comments, suggestions, or questions to the FitForce app development team.
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Planning
Plan Library
To access the plan library from the Dashboard, click VIEW in the Planning block or click Planning from
the navigation menu to go to the Plan Library screen. Here, you can search for and sort plans, create
new plans, and view, edit, publish, share, copy, and delete existing plans.

Note: First-time users will
not see any plans in their
library until they create them
or until someone shares a
plan with them as a
“Reviewer.”

Each plan in your library displays the plan’s name, published status (seen once published) reviewer
status (seen only if a plan has been shared with you), description, plan start date, the total number of
weeks in the plan, and the plan creator.
The search bar can search plans by plan name and creator but not by dates or descriptions. The “sort
by” feature can re-order plans in the library according to either the plan title (alphabetically) or date
(chronologically).
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On the Planning tab, you may notice some icons to the left and right of each plan. Review the table
below to learn more about each icon.
Button

Action
The gray cloud indicates that the plan would not yet be available if you were to go
offline. You’ll need to open the plan while connected to the Internet, which will
automatically download it to your local database, which is captured in your browser.
Once done, it will be available for use offline.
The yellow cloud indicates that the plan has been edited and that there may be
changes that need to be synced back to the cloud once you have Internet connectivity.
The green checkmark indicates that the plan title is available for offline use, and all
edits and changes have been synced.
This icon displays to the right of your plan title only if it has been published to one or
more groups.
This icon appears to the right of the plan title only if it has been shared with you as a
reviewer. As a reviewer of a plan, you are allowed read-only access to that plan, and
many features and functionality will be disabled.
Access the plan menu to download, view, edit, publish, share, copy, and delete the
plan. (Some options may not be available if you are offline or if you are a reviewer of a
plan.)

Note: Each plan has menu options specific to that plan. Select the three-dot menu to view some or all of
the following options, depending on the status of the plan: Download, Edit, Publish, Share, Copy, and
Delete.
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Review the table below, which describes each of the available menu options.
Menu Option
DOWNLOAD
EDIT
PUBLISH

SHARE

COPY
DELETE

Description
Downloads the plan to your local database and opens it for viewing and/or
editing. Performs the same action as just clicking on the plan.
Allows you to edit the plan details if the plan has already been downloaded to
your local database. Editable details include the name, start date, number of
weeks, and notes.
Publish your plans to one or more groups of which you are an owner. Members of
the selected group(s) will be able to view completed playcards and execute them
via FitForce Mobile. Publishing a plan can also be undone by opening the list and
de-selecting the group. Note: Plans that are published cannot be deleted until
they are no longer published to any group.
Allows you to select from a list of current members with whom you’d like to share
your plan as reviewer(s). Reviewers are allowed read-only access, and many
features and functionality will be disabled. Sharing a plan with a reviewer can be
undone by opening the list and de-selecting the user’s name. Note: Plans that
have been shared can still be deleted.
Copies a plan which you created or for which you are a reviewer. Copying a plan
will create a duplicate of the plan, allowing you to make edits to it and publish it
to your groups.
Select this option to delete a non-published plan. Deleting a plan cannot be
undone, and you can only delete a plan if you are the creator and it has not
already been published to a group.
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Creating a New Plan
To create a new plan, go to the Plan Library screen by clicking on Planning in the navigation menu.
Toward the bottom of the Plan Library screen, click on the plus (+) button to create a new plan.
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New Plan Details
On the New Plan screen, you can specify the details of your new plan. See the table below to learn
about each field.
Field
Plan name
Start date
Number
of weeks
Notes

Description
This should be a descriptive and unique short name for your plan, unlike any
other plan name you’ve created.
This is the first day that your plan will begin.
This is the number of weeks in the plan.

Required
Yes

These are any additional notes not made clear by the title (e.g., the goals of
the plan, areas to focus on).

No

Yes
Yes

Once all required fields have been satisfied, the grayed-out checkmark icon (at the bottom, right of the
screen) will turn green. Click on the green checkmark icon to save the details and begin adding phases,
playcards, and exercises to your new plan.
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Plan Calendar
Each plan has additional menu options specific to that plan. Select the three-dot menu to view some or
all the following options, depending on the status of the plan: Switch View, Edit, Publish, Share, Copy,
Print Month, and Print Week.

Review the table below, which describes each of the available menu options.
Menu option
SWITCH VIEW

Description
Switch from a day view to a month view. You must be in a day view to edit a
placard.
EDIT
Edit the plan details: Name, start date, number of weeks, and notes.
PUBLISH
Publish your plans to one or more groups of which you are an owner. Members of
the selected group(s) will be able to view completed playcards and execute them via
FitForce Mobile. Publishing a plan can also be undone by opening the list and deselecting the group. Note: Plans that are published cannot be deleted until they are
no longer published to any group.
SHARE
Shares a plan with a selected reviewer. Select this option to choose from a list of
current members with whom you’d like to share your plan as reviewers. Reviewers
are allowed read-only access, and many features and functionality will be disabled.
Sharing a plan with a reviewer can be undone by opening the list and de-selecting
the user’s name. Note: Plans that have been shared can still be deleted.
COPY
Copy a plan which you created or for which you are a reviewer. This will create a
duplicate of the plan, allowing you to make edits to it and publish it to your groups.
PRINT MONTH Generates and downloads a .pdf of the entire calendar.
PRINT WEEK Generates and downloads a .pdf of a selected week in the plan.
Programming Phases
Phases are used to organize the periodization components of a fitness program; they can last from 1–4
weeks. There are usually a variety of phases covered in the span of the plan, and some may repeat
periodically—for example, Hypertrophy > Endurance > Strength > Hypertrophy. The generic phases are
22
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available for each of the plan levels: Beginner, Intermediate, Advanced. The following phases may be
assigned for 2(+) consecutive days on the calendar:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Endurance
Foundation
Hypertrophy
Power
Power Deload
Strength
Strength Deload

It may be easier to assign phases while in Month view; if desired, click Switch View in the exercise plan’s
three-dot menu to change to from Day view to Month view.
To assign phases, select a series of days in the calendar using your mouse by left-clicking on the first day,
holding the left-click as you drag your mouse to the desired last day, and then releasing the left-click
(this is the click-and-drag method). The selected days will be highlighted, and a pop-up will appear with
a drop-down menu to select the desired phase from a list. Select the phase you want, then click Create.
To add a custom Phase, instead of selecting the phase from the drop-down menu, type in the name of
the new phase you would like to plan, and then select the desired color for this phase.
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As phases are added to the calendar, notice the donut chart to the right. This visualization shows the
relative ratio of phase assignment within the plan.

There are a couple of ways to remove/edit existing phases. One way involves clicking on the horizontal
colored bar (the phase indicator) on the calendar; when this is clicked, a window pops up and gives you
a few options: (1) delete the phase, (2) rename it, and (3) change the start and/or end dates. To
disregard this message, click anywhere outside the pop-up box.

A second way to remove/edit existing phases involves the same initial click-and-drag method used for
creating new phases; click and drag wherever you want the new phase to occur, and the Create Phase
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pop-up will appear along with a note about how existing phases will be changed/deleted. To disregard
this message, click outside the pop-up box.

Scheduling Non-Playcard Dates
Throughout the weeks of your plan, there may be dates that will not have playcard activities scheduled
for them, either due to holidays or other known events/activities. To schedule a non-playcard day, hover
over a date in the calendar with your mouse until you see a plus sign (+).

Click the plus sign, and a pop-up will display. Select Other, and then select the specific non-playcard
detail (e.g., O-course, Running, Holiday). Once selected, click the Add button. This new detail will display
on the calendar for that day with the non-playcard name in addition to the non-playcard icon (an “X”).
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You can also schedule custom non-playcard days by typing in a custom name (like “Challenge”) in the
box where you would normally select from the drop-down menu. Click Add to add the custom nonplaycard name to the day.
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Scheduling Playcards from a Template
You can schedule a playcard from a provided template or you can create a custom playcard (See
“Scheduling Custom Playcards”). To schedule a playcard template, hover over the desired day with your
mouse until you see a plus sign (+) in the upper right-hand corner. Click the plus sign (+), and a pop-up
will display with all available templates. Select a template, and the abbreviation for the template will
appear on the calendar (see table below for templates and their abbreviations).
Playcard Templates
Agility and Threshold Training
Mobility/Recovery
Lower Body Endurance
Upper Body Endurance
Lower Body Hypertrophy
Upper Body Hypertrophy
Lower Body Power
Upper Body Power
Lower Body Strength
Upper Body Strength
Custom…
Other

Abbreviation
ATT
M
LBE
UBE
LBH
UBH
LBP
UBP
LBS
UBS
CD
X
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Adding Exercises to a Playcard
To add exercises, make sure you are in Day view. Next, select the day to which you want to add
exercises.

Each playcard has additional menu options specific to the playcard. Select the three-dot menu to view
some or all the following options, depending on the status of the plan: Switch View, Copy, Mark Day as
Complete, Add to Library, Clear, Programming Chart, and Download Workout.

In the table below, you can see the available menu options when a playcard is selected in the Day view.
31
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Menu Option
Switch View
Copy

Description
Switch from a summary view to an edit view.
Copy the play card to any non-planned day(s).
Mark a day as complete. Select this button once you have finished assigning
exercises to the playcard. Now, instead of the yellow label on your calendar,
Mark Day as
the label will be green to indicate that this day has been planned completely.
Complete
Note: If you edit a day that had previously been marked complete, it will
change back to yellow (incomplete).
Add to Library
Add the workout to your library of saved workouts and tiers.
Clear a playcard (and all assigned exercises) from a selected date in the
Clear
calendar.
Programming Chart Open the Programming Chart in a pop-up window.
Download
Download the playcard as a file (.xls) onto your own computer. Note: This
Workout
button may be disabled while offline.
Select the Edit button to assign or adjust exercises per tier for a specific day’s playcard. Each template
has a pre-determined number of tiers, rows per tier, and exercises per tier. You cannot change this for a
template but, you can re-arrange exercise rows for templates. Additionally, you may revise the name of
the playcard by placing your cursor in the workout name field and revising it. Be sure to indicate an
estimated completion time for the plan in minutes as well as an estimated rate of perceived exertion
(RPE) on a scale from 0 – 10.
Note: Indicating a completion time and RPE is required to view statistics for the plan.
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Review the table below to understand the actions behind each button on the screen.
Button
Add Tier
Delete Tier
Add Exercise
Add to Library

Action
Select this button to add an additional tier.
Select this button to delete the tier.
Select this button to add an additional exercise row to the tier.
Select this button to save the workout or tier to your library for reuse.
Select this button to delete an exercise row.
Select this button to add notes and/or regressions to an exercise.
Select this button to read or edit the note attached to the exercise.
Select this button to save the workout or tier to your library for reuse.
Use this button to re-arrange tiers and rows. Hold-and-click on the button and
then drag it up/down to re-arrange a tier or exercise row.
All exercises with a bluish-green TV icon next to it include a demonstration
video of that exercise.
All exercises with a grey TV icon next to it do not include a demonstration
video of that exercise.

When starting to plan exercises, FitForce Planner automatically takes you to Tier 3 (Main Stressor).
When Tier 3 is filled out (sufficiently), click Back to go to Tier 2 or Next to go to Tier 4. Continue this
way—selecting content in drop-down menus and entering inputs for holds, reps, sets or circuits, etc.
You can also jump around from tier to tier by clicking on any of the tiers in the list on the left.
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Note: It is recommended that you plan exercises for a playcard starting with the Main Stressor tier (to
have an awareness of what the major focus is for that day), and then populate the exercises for the tiers
that lead up to that Main Stressor tier, the warm-ups (to ensure that Marines are warming up the
appropriate muscles for the main stressor).
Tiers are set up to have exercises that contain a “Sets” field enabled by default. To keep a tier structured
with exercises containing sets and reps, simply input the number of sets that should be completed for
that exercise by typing the number of Sets into the Sets field on that exercise line.

If you would like to structure your tier as a circuit, in which each exercise is completed once per round
sequentially and then the round is repeated, you can switch the tier to being a circuit by moving the
Circuit toggle above the exercises to on, and then entering the number of rounds to complete and
desired rest time (in seconds) for the circuit. Toggling the circuit mode on will disable the sets field for all
exercises; only the remaining parameters per exercise need to be input for the circuit. Note: The dropdown values for exercise parameters created from workout templates have been restricted to certain
values. Only custom days allow for completely customized parameter inputs.
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When done filling in the information for all tiers, click the Review button. This displays a summary view
of all exercises within the playcard.
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While in Review mode for a workout, circuit tiers will be indicated by the circuit icon, next to the “Add to
Library” icon.

Also, in the Summary Review mode, notice that all underlined exercises include a demonstration video
of that exercise. Select the link to preview the exercise.

When satisfied with the playcard and ready to publish it to FitForce Mobile, select the Mark Day as
Complete button located in the playcard menu.
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This will change the icon on the calendar from yellow to green, indicating that planning is complete for
this playcard. Once you publish the plan by adding it to a group, all days marked as complete will be
published to FitForce Mobile for review and execution.

When you click the Edit button again, FitForce Planner will bring you back to the Edit view, and it will no
longer be published until you select Mark Day as Complete again.
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Adding Multiple Playcards on One Day
To add another playcard to the same date, select the drop-down menu carat next to the title of the
playcard.

Next, select “Add Workout.” This will bring up a pop-up menu for you to select a playcard. Select one
and then hit the Add Selected button.
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You may also select “From Library,” which will bring up another menu, allowing you to select a workout
that you previously saved to your library. Select a workout and click Add Selected.

Tier/Workout Library
FitForce Planner allows you to save workouts and tiers that you have designed to your personal library
for later reuse. You can add a workout or tier to your library by clicking on the Add to Library icon next
to the tier or in the tree-dot menu next to the workout.
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You can then rename the tier before adding it to your library.
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You can access your saved workouts and tiers by clicking on the Library tab next to the Summary tab.
Select the three-dot menu next to any library material to delete library items. All other menu options
are currently unavailable.

Scheduling Custom Playcards
To schedule a custom playcard, hover over that day with your mouse until you see a plus sign (+) in the
upper right-hand corner. Click the plus sign (+), and a pop-up will display with all available templates.
Select Custom… and the abbreviation for that playcard (“CD” for “Custom Day”) will appear on the
calendar.
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Adding Exercises to Custom Playcards
To add exercises, make sure you are in Day view. Next, select the custom day to which you want to add
exercises. Begin by selecting the Edit button and then renaming the custom day by mouse-clicking
where it reads “Custom Day” and typing in the name of your custom playcard. Be sure to rename each
of your tiers as well.
The custom template does not have a pre-determined number of tiers or rows or exercises per tier; it is
completely customizable.
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The custom playcard displays one tier by default. You can add as many additional tiers as necessary by
clicking the Add tier button, and tiers can contain as many rows of exercises as needed by clicking the
Add exercise button and selecting content from the drop-down menus.
You also have the option to delete tiers or exercises from this view. To delete a tier, click on the one you
would like to delete, then click the red Delete Tier button. To delete an exercise, click the trash icon to
the right of the exercise row which you would like to delete.

To add a note or regression information to an exercise, select the plus-document icon to the right of the
exercise row that relates to the exercise to which you want to add detail. A pop-up will display for you to
enter comments or notes. Once done, click the Close button, and the plus-document icon will change to
a bulleted-list-conversation icon, indicating that a comment has been saved for that exercise.
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Review the table below to understand the action behind each button on the screen.
Button
Add Tier
Delete Tier
Add Exercise
Add to Library

Action
Select this button to add an additional tier.
Select this button to delete the tier.
Select this button to add an additional exercise row to the tier.
Select this button to save the workout or tier to your library for reuse.
Select this button to delete an exercise row.
Select this button to add notes and/or regressions to an exercise.
Select this button to read or edit the note attached to the exercise.
Select this button to save the workout or tier to your library for re- use.
Use this button to re-arrange tiers and rows. Hold-and-click on the button and
then drag it up/down to re-arrange a tier or exercise row.
All exercises with a bluish-green TV icon next to it include a demonstration
video of that exercise.
All exercises with a gray TV icon next to it do not include a demonstration
video of that exercise.

The Custom playcard has the same menu options as the playcard templates reviewed earlier:
Menu Option
Switch View
Copy
Mark Day as
Complete

Description
Switch from a summary view to an edit view.
Copy the playcard to any non-planned day(s).
Select this button once you are finished assigning exercises to the playcard.
Now, instead of the yellow label on your calendar, the playcard label will be
green to indicate that this day has been planned completely. Note: If you edit
a day that had previously been marked complete, it will change back to yellow
(incomplete).
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Add to Library

Add the workout to your library of saved workouts and tiers.
Clear a playcard (and all assigned exercises) from a selected date in the
Clear
calendar.
Programming Chart Open the programming chart in a pop-up window.
Download
Download the playcard as a file (.xls) onto your own computer. Note: This
Workout
button may be disabled while offline.
Copying Days
FitForce Planner gives you the flexibility to copy one day to 1(+) (unplanned) days on the calendar. To do
so, you must be in Day view. Click on the day you wish to copy. In the playcard menu, select Copy.

At this point, you can check any number of unplanned dates to which you would like to copy this day’s
activities. Once the desired days have been checked, click the Paste button (depending on your
computer and the number of checked days, it may take a little while to paste).
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Clearing a Day
To remove plans from a date (e.g., to clear a playcard or a non-playcard indicator), make sure you are in
Day view. Click on the date you want to clear. In the playcard menu, select Clear.
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Downloading a Playcard
If desired, you also have the option to download a playcard (one day at a time) to your computer. To do
this, you must be in Day view. Click on the day that you would like to download. In the playcard menu,
select Download Workout.
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This Excel version of the playcard can be printed. Please note that not all settings are the same across
computer-printer combinations, so some editing may need to be done manually to get the playcard to
print on one page.

Printing a Calendar
You can print out a week view or your entire calendar view by clicking the three-dot menu at the top
right of the screen and selecting the appropriate button, Print Week or Print Month, respectively. Doing
so will download that view in a .pdf format for printing and distribution. See the above section if you
want to print a downloaded Excel version of a playcard.

Group Management
From the Dashboard, click VIEW in the Group Management block or click Group Management from the
navigation menu to go to the Group Management screen. Here, you can create groups and add users as
members or owners of your groups. After creating your group, you will be able to publish your workout
plans to the group. Note: You will only see groups which either you created or of which you are an
owner.
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At the top of the screen is a search bar that allows you to search through all groups. Directly below that,
on the left side of the page is a library of all published and non-published groups. The library shows the
names of the groups, as well as the number of members in each group.

The right of the Group library shows the details of any selected group. This area shows the title of the
group, number of members, the group’s public status (e.g., private or public), names of owners and
members, and the status of all members. Users who have a pending status need to register for a
FitForce account before becoming a member.
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Creating a New Group
To create a new group, click on CREATE NEW GROUP at the top of the page.

Type in the name of the group in the pop-up and click Create.
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To add members to the group, select Edit and then the Add Marines button.
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A pop-up will open and load all registered users. This may take a while, depending on your connection
and the number of registered users in the system. Use the search field at the top of the pop-up to search
for a user or scroll through the list and check off the box next to a user’s name to add them. Note: You
will need to add yourself as a member of the group if you want to be included in the roster.

Check the boxes next to the users you would like to add to as members of your new group. Click Invite
to add the members you checked off to the group.
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You will see a notification that your selections have been Saved once the members have been added.
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Additionally, when you click Add Marines, you can also invite non-registered users to your group if you
know their e-mail addresses. Simply click on the Invite By Email tab and type their addresses in the
Invite via e-mail field. Click the “ + ” sign button to add that e-mail to the list (the e-mails you add will
appear in grey-colored chips at the bottom of the dialog) before entering another. Repeat as many times
as necessary.
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When done, click on the Invite button. Registered users will display as members and will receive an email indicating that they have been added to the group. Non-registered users will display as pending,
and they will receive two emails: one that notifies them of their membership to the group and another
that includes registration instructions.
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To remove a user from a group, select Remove next to that user’s name.

A pop-up will display asking you to confirm the users’ removal from the group. Select Yes.

Select Done when you are done configuring your group.
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Adding Group Owners
To add group owners to your group, click Edit and select Add Owners.
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A pop-up will display all registered users and their e-mail addresses. Use the search field at the top of
the pop-up to search for a user or scroll through the list, and check off the box next to that user’s name
to add them.

When done, click on the Make Owner button. The users will display as owners, and they will receive an
e-mail indicating they have been made an owner of the group. Note: You cannot invite non-registered
users to become owners of your group.
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Select Done when you are done configuring your group.
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Private vs. Public Groups
Groups that are public enable users to automatically add themselves to a group. Making your group
private will hide it from users on FitForce Mobile, and only you or an owner of the group will be able to
add members.
To make a group private so that users cannot gain access to it on FitForce Mobile, toggle the group to
“Private.”

Explore
On Under Explore, you will have access to analytics related to individual, plan, and group training load
analyses. A training load is calculated by multiplying the time duration of a workout by the rate of
perceived exertion (RPE—i.e., how difficult the marine rated the workout to be). A target training load is
what the FFI assumes the training load for a workout should be and is input into FitForce Planner with
the FFI’s estimates; the actual training load is based off the averages from times that it took the Marines
to complete the workout and the difficulty ratings given to the workout in the post-workout survey once
it was completed by them.
The Explore page is only available for viewing while an internet connection is present (i.e., when offline
mode is toggled off and internet connection is available). Let’s look at the three divisions of the Explore
tab.

Navigating to the Explore Page
Click the Explore tab in the top navigation bar to navigate to the Explore page.
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Upon landing on the Explore page, the Marines tab will be open, displaying a list of marines on the left
side. A green underline will indicate which of the three Explore divisions—Marines, Plans, or Groups—
you are currently viewing. To switch to a different tab view, click on the desired tab above the list.

Marines Tab
You can search for a specific Marine’s training load analysis by typing in the Search bar above the list to
filter names that match, or you can scroll down the list and browse. Click on the name of the Marine in
the list whose training-load analysis you wish to view.

The selected Marine’s name will be slightly highlighted in gray in the list on the left, and the blank
section to the right of the list will populate with that Marine’s workout history and training load analysis
graph.
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This may take some time to load all of the available data for the Marine.
The name of the Marine who was selected will appear at the top of the bar-and-line training load
analysis chart at the top of the page. The pink bars represent the actual aggregate training load that was
calculated for the week starting on the date labeled along the x-axis. The pink bars representing the
actual training load are calculated based on how long it took the Marine to complete the workout(s) and
the individual difficulty rating(s) given during the post-workout survey in FitForce Mobile.
The fields on the post-workout survey in Mobile that affect the actual training load averages are
highlighted below:

The blue target training load line graph represents the target training load based on estimated workout
times and rate of perceived exertion (RPE), based on estimations entered when the workouts were
created in FitForce Planner. The Planner workout fields we draw our calculations from are highlighted
below, in addition to the marines’ individual workout evlauations post-workout. When planning a
workout, be sure to complete these fields so that your Explore Statistics will be as accurate as possible!
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To view the chart in a different date range from what is initially rendered, click the < and > arrows to the
top right and left of the chart (highlighted in yellow, below). These arrow buttons will allow you to
navigate back to past training load data or more recent training load data. The chart will refresh and
update as you navigate with the arrows. If an arrow is grayed out, then there is no additional data
available to view beyond what is currently shown.

Below the training load analysis chart, you will notice a paginated table of workout/training load data for
the individual you have selected.
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If you look at the close-up view of the Marine Training Load/Workout data table below, you will notice
that for each workout the Marine started, there are columns indicating the date the workout was
performed, the name of the workout, the group to which the workout was published, whether the
entire workout was completed (indicated by a green circle with a check mark if all exercises were
marked complete, blank otherwise), the actual training load (“TL”), based on calculations from the
workout completion times and evaluations from the Marine, and the target training load (“TL”), based
on the data entered by the FFI when the workout was created.

To browse more data in the table, you can select the Items per page drop-down to display more
workouts on every page, or you can navigate back and forth between pages using the < and > arrows on
the bottom right of the table.

Plans Tab
Click on the Plans tab above the list on the left of the Explore page to view the training load analyses by
plan.
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Scroll the list to browse plans or type in the Search field above the list of plans on the left to filter the list
down to plans that match your search. Once you have found the plan whose training load analysis you
wish to view, select it in the list.
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Upon selection in the list, the plan you chose will become shaded slightly gray, and if there is data
available for that plan, the training-load analysis chart and plan data table will begin to load in the space
to the right of the list of plans.
The name of the plan whose training load analysis you are viewing will display at the top of the bar-andline chart.
The pink bars represent the actual aggregate training load (TL) for the week beginning on the day shown
in the label on the x-axis. These values are calculated from the Marines’ completion times from
workouts from that plan and their evaluations of the rate of perceived exertion (difficulty of the
workout) in the post-workout survey.
The blue line graph on the chart represents the target training load (TL) as calculated from the expected
completion time and rate of perceived exertion (RPE) that were input when the workout was created.
If additional data beyond the date range initially shown are available, you can use the < and > arrows to
the right and left sides of the chart (highlighted in yellow) to scroll and view past history or more recent
workouts. If there are no additional data available beyond what is currently displayed, the < and >
arrows will be grayed out and disabled. As you use the < and > arrows to scroll back and forth to adjust
the date ranges, the chart with refresh and update to reflect the data from the new date range.

Below the training load analysis chart for the plan, there is a table listing workouts from that plan that
were done by Marines. The table shows the date of the workout, the phase of the plan in which the
workout occurred, the workout name, the actual mean training load (TL), and the target mean training
load (TL). To view additional data for specific workouts of the plan you are viewing, use the < and >
arrows at the bottom left to move backward or forward through the pages of results, or select the Items
per page drop-down to display more rows in the table at a time.
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Groups Tab
Click on the Groups tab above the list on the left of the Explore page to view the training load analyses
by group. Only groups of which you are an owner will appear in the list.
You will notice that the space to the right of the list will remain blank until a group has been selected to
be viewed.
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Browse the available groups by scrolling down the list, or type a search into the Search field above the
list if you would like to search for a specific group or filter the list down to groups that match your
search term. Once you have found the group whose training load (TL) analysis you wish to view, click the
group in the list to display the analysis and associated data table.
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When you select a group from the list, it will become shaded slightly gray so that you can easily identify
the group whose training load analysis you are viewing.
The name of the group will display at the top of the bar-and-line training-load analysis chart.
The pink bars in the chart represent the actual training load that was calculated for the week beginning
on the day that is labeled along the x-axis. These actual training loads are calculated based on Marines’
workout completion times and their rate of perceived exertion (RPE) evaluations, entered into the postworkout summary upon completion of a workout.
The blue line on the chart represents that target training load based on the estimated data input by the
FFIs in Planner. It is calculated based on the estimated time the workout will take to complete and the
estimated rate of perceived exertion (RPE).
To view a different range of dates for the group than those initially shown when the graph loads, click
the < and > arrows to the top right and left sides of chart. This will allow you to scroll to view past group
training load analysis data and/or more recent data, if available. If there is no further data available
beyond the dates currently shown, these arrows will become slightly grayed out and disabled. As you
adjust the chart’s date range using the arrows, the chart will automatically refresh its data and update
the display for the new date range.

Below the chart for the group’s training load analysis, there is a table listing more detailed information
that factored into the chart, including the dates names of workouts by Marines who are members of the
group, the actual mean training load (calculated based on Marines’ workout completion times and their
rate of perceived exertion evaluations in the post-workout survey) as well as the target mean training
load, which is calculated based on the estimates entered by FFIs when they created the workout.
To view more rows of data in the table below the group training load analysis chart, you may move
forward/backward through the pagination using the < and > arrows at the bottom right of the chart. To
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view more rows in the table at a time, click the Items Per Page drop-down and select from the options
the number of rows you wish to display in the table on one page.

Exercise Program Administration
The Exercise Program tab allows FitForce users to browse existing exercises, but only admin users can
edit, add or delete exercises.

Viewing an Existing Exercise
Opening the Exercise List
In the navigation bar, click the Exercise Program link to view the exercise library. This feature will only
be available when working online; while in offline mode, the Exercise Program link will remain disabled.
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When the Exercise Program tab first opens, you will see the list of exercises on the left and a panel
above it containing a search bar and a Create New Exercise button. Notice that the space to the right of
the list of exercises is blank; this indicates that you have not chosen an existing exercise to view.
Note: The Create New Exercise button will be disabled (as shown below) for users who do not have
admin privileges. To create or edit an exercise, you will need to log in as an admin user; for all other
users, the Exercise Program tab is read-only.
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Searching for an Existing Exercise
You can browse exercises using the scrollbar on the exercise list and clicking on the desired one, or,
alternatively, by searching for a specific exercise. To search for a specific exercise, enter text into the
search field above the exercise list. The text you enter into the search bar will filter the exercises in the
exercise list by exercise names, leaving only exercises that contain matches to the text you entered.
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Selecting an Existing Exercise
To select an existing exercise for viewing, simply select the exercise in the exercise list to open it in
Exercise view. Only one exercise can be selected at a time. The selected exercise will be slightly shaded
in the exercise list, in addition to its exercise data being loaded into the Exercise view.
Note: Exercise view is read-only for non-admin users. To edit an existing exercise, you must log in as an
admin user.
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Viewing an Existing Exercise in Exercise View
When you open an exercise in Exercise view, you can examine the exercise’s name, categories,
parameters that can be set when added to a workout plan and their respective units, and, if a video has
been linked to that exercise, video metadata and a preview for supported videos hosted on
DVIDSHUB.net.
Note: For non-admin users, Exercise view is read-only, and buttons on this panel will be disabled.
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Editing an Exercise
Note: You must be logged in as a user with admin privileges in order to edit, create, or delete exercises
using the Exercise Program editor.
When the Exercise Program tab first opens, you will see the list of exercises on the left and a panel
above it containing a search bar and a Create New Exercise button. Notice that the space to the right of
the list of exercises is blank; this indicates that you have not chosen to create a new exercise or
edit/view an existing exercise.
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Selecting an Existing Exercise for Editing
Once you are logged in as an admin user, to select an existing exercise for editing, simply select the
exercise in the exercise list to open it in Exercise view in edit mode. Only one exercise can be selected
and edited at a time. Note how the selected exercise is slightly shaded in the exercise list, in addition to
the exercise data being loaded into the Exercise editor.
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Deleting an Existing Exercise
Upon selecting an existing exercise while logged in as an admin user, that exercise’s data will populate
the Exercise view on the right side of the screen.

If you wish to permanently delete an exercise, clicking the red Remove Exercise button will remove an
exercise from the exercise library. This button should only be pressed when you wish to delete an
exercise permanently; however, if you accidentally click the Remove Exercise button, don’t worry—a
modal dialog window will first ask to confirm that you would like to remove the exercise.
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Clicking Cancel or outside the modal dialog should close the dialog without making any changes to the
exercise. Click Remove in the confirmation dialog to proceed to remove the exercise from the library
and immediately sync changes to the server.

The modal dialog will change to indicate that changes are being saved to the server. While FitForce is
syncing your changes, both the Cancel and Remove buttons on the modal dialog will be disabled.
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Upon sync success, the modal dialog will display a progress bar at 100%. You can close the modal by
clicking the Close button.
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Editing an Existing Exercise
Once an existing exercise has been selected from the list, its data are used to populate the fields of the
Exercise Editor component, displayed to the right of the Exercise List component.
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Changing the Exercise Name
At the top of the Exercise Editor, the Name text input shows the name of the exercise. To change the
name, enter the new name of the exercise in the text input.
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Adding and Removing Categories
Below the Name text input, there is a Categories section, where the exercise’s categories are shown.
Each category appears in a bubble-shaped chip with a small “x” on it.

To remove an existing category, click the “x” next to the category name on the chip; the category will be
removed and the chip will disappear.
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To add a category, click the Add Category button to the right of the Categories chip list. This will display
the Add Category modal dialog.

Click the drop-down arrow on the Add Category modal dialog to select from a list of categories to add to
the exercise.
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Click the check box(es) next to the categories you wish to add, scrolling as necessary to view all available
categories.

Once you have selected a category from the drop-down category selection list, click Create to add the
category to the exercise or Cancel to dismiss the dialog without adding the category.
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Adding and Editing Parameters
The Parameters section allows you to add and edit the list of parameters. Each row in the section
represents one parameter and contains two fields: a name input and a unit input.

Editing Parameters
To edit a parameter, click the parameter input to display the input’s options in an autocomplete list
below the field. Click the option that applies to select it and use it to populate the field.
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Note: When changing parameter names, don’t forget to update the units’ values as well! Click on the
Unit input to display a list of valid values for the new name.
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Adding Parameters
To add a parameter to the parameters section, click the Add Parameter button.
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Doing so will add a row of empty parameter inputs to the list. You can choose values for the new
parameter by using the same method for editing an existing parameters described above.
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Deleting Parameters
Clicking the button with the trash icon at the end of each parameter row will remove that entire
parameter row from exercise.
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Adding or Changing a Video URL
The Resources section, located under the Parameters section, contains a text input for a video URL. To
link the exercise to a video on dvidshub.net, click in the text input and type or paste the link to the video
into the text input. Adding a video URL is optional, but if one is added, the URL must come from the
dvidshub.net domain.
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Entering a video URL with a valid dvidshub.net ID will automatically pull and display the video metadata
from dvidshub.net, including the video title, video asset ID, video description, and video preview.
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Saving and Syncing Your Changes to an Exercise
At the bottom right of the Exercise Editor component lies the Save Exercise button, which is green when
enabled. By default, if the exercise is not valid, the Save Exercise button will be disabled. An exercise
becomes valid once it has a name and at least one parameter added. When sufficient data have been
entered to validate the exercise, the green Save Exercise button will automatically become enabled.

Once you have finished editing your exercise, click the Save Exercise button to open the Save Exercise
Confirmation dialog. Once the Save Exercise Confirmation dialog has been opened, it cannot be either
click Cancel to close the dialog and return to the editor view, or click Save to save your changes and
initiate immediate syncing to the server.
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After clicking save, syncing will immediately begin. While changes are syncing, both the Cancel and Save
buttons on the dialog will become disabled, and an indeterminate progress bar will be displayed while
the changes are syncing.

Upon sync success, the Save Exercise Confirmation dialog will display a determinate progress bar at
100%, indicating that all the changes have been successfully synced. The Close button will become
enabled and turn green once all changes have been synced to the server. To dismiss the dialog, click
Close.
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Adding a New Exercise
To add a new exercise to the exercise library, click the Create New Exercise button at the top right of
the Exercise Program Editor view. You must be logged in as an admin user for the Create New Exercise
button to be enabled.
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Clicking Create New Exercise will display an empty exercise form. In the empty exercise form, the Save
Exercise button will be disabled, because the exercise form is not valid yet. The exercise will need a
name and at least one parameter added in order to validate and enable the Save Exercise button.

Continue to create the new exercise by editing the name and adding categories and parameters using
the same techniques outlined in Editing an Existing Exercise. As you add a name and parameters, the
form will validate, and the green Save Exercise button will become enabled. When you have completed
authoring your exercise, click the green Save Exercise to save your changes and sync them to the server.
Doing so will present the same Save Exercise Confirmation model discussed in Saving and Syncing your
Changes.
Congratulations! You have successfully created your first new exercise.
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Deleting an Existing Exercise
Upon selecting an existing exercise while logged in as an admin user, that exercise’s data will populate
the Exercise view on the right side of the screen.

If you wish to permanently delete an exercise, clicking the red Remove Exercise button will remove an
exercise from the exercise library. This button should only be pressed when you wish to delete an
exercise permanently; however, if you accidentally click the Remove Exercise button, don’t worry—a
modal dialog window will first ask to confirm that you would like to remove the exercise.

Clicking Cancel or outside the modal dialog will close the dialog without making any changes to the
exercise. Click Remove in the confirmation dialog to proceed to remove the exercise from the library
and immediately sync changes to the server.
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When Remove is clicked, the modal dialog will change to indicate that changes are being saved to the
server. While FitForce is syncing your changes, both the Cancel and Remove buttons on the modal
dialog will be disabled.

Upon sync success, the modal dialog will display a progress bar at 100%. You can close the dialog by
clicking the Close button.
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Frequently Asked Questions (FAQS)
GENERAL
•

•

•

•

What is the general workflow for both FitForce Planner and FitForce Mobile?
o The general FitForce workflow is that, first, someone (e.g., a trainer) uses the Planner to
design a workout (or fitness training plan), create a group, and then publish the workout
to the group. Once the workout has been published to the group, users in the group
(e.g., trainees) can view and execute the workout with their smartphones on FitForce
Mobile.
How do I get to FitForce Mobile from the Planner? Or, how do I get to FitForce Planner from
FitForce Mobile?
o After you create an account (at https://account.usmcfitforce.com/) and complete the
email verification process, you will have access to both FitForce Planner and FitForce
Mobile. The same login details (username and password) give you access to both tools.
FitForce Planner is located at https://planner.usmcfitforce.com, whereas FitForce
Mobile can be found at https://mobile.usmcfitforce.com. FitForce Planner works best
when opened in a browser (e.g., Chrome) on a personal computer (desktop or laptop),
whereas FitForce Mobile was designed to work best on a browser on a smartphone.
Do FitForce Planner and FitForce Mobile work offline when there is no Internet connection?
o Yes! Marines are not always in locations with the best Internet connectivity, so the
majority of FitForce features still work when offline. For both FitForce Planner and
FitForce Mobile, by successfully syncing when you have a good Internet connection,
your plans (in FitForce Planner) and your workouts (in FitForce Mobile) will be accessible
and editable while offline if you use the same device and browser. Syncing should
happen automatically while online. In FitForce Planner, an up-to-date sync status is
indicated by the green checkmark at the top of the screen (the Sync Status). If needed,
you can force a sync by clicking on the Sync Status indicator in FitForce Planner. In
FitForce Mobile, you can force a sync by selecting the Refresh option from the three-dot
drop-down icon located at the top of the page in the header section. While offline, if
you make changes to a plan (in FitForce Planner) or execute a workout (in FitForce
Mobile), these changes will sync when you next connect to the Internet (again, if you
use the same device and browser). However, in FitForce Mobile, if you make changes to
your 1RMs while offline, when you come back online, you’ll need to manually sync to
save these new details to the cloud.
Is FitForce available from an app store?
o Currently, no. While there will likely be a FitForce app to download in the near future,
an initial decision was made to go the route of using a website to more quickly enable
deployment, experimentation, and updates with Marine Corps users.

PLANNER
•

What is FitForce Planner?
o FitForce Planner is a tool designed for Marine Corps Force Fitness Instructors (FFIs) to
support the creation of fitness training programs for groups of Marines. Programs can
be composed of many days of workout sessions (or even many weeks or months), and
they can be customized based on training experience according to three training levels:
Beginner, Intermediate, or Advanced. The tool allows FFIs to schedule one main stressor
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•

•

•

per playcard (e.g., Agility & Threshold Training, Mobility/Recovery, Upper Body
Strength) and, to facilitate periodization planning, FFIs can label two or more
consecutive days with a specific phase (Endurance, Hypertrophy, Strength, Power,
Deload). With FitForce Planner, FFIs can also create and manage groups and share
workouts (or entire training programs) with others. FitForce Planner works best when
opened in a browser on a personal computer (desktop or laptop). It was designed to
function smoothly on Google Chrome (76+), Microsoft Edge (44+), and Mozilla Firefox
(69+).
Who should use FitForce Planner?
o You don't need to be a Marine or a Marine Corps Force Fitness Instructor (FFI) to use
FitForce Planner. Anyone with a valid email address can create a FitForce account and
plan workouts and manage groups through this tool. Note that, if you've already created
an account to access FitForce Mobile, you also have access to FitForce Planner (i.e., use
the same login and password).
After planning a workout, how can I show it to others?
o There are two ways to show your created workout (or fitness training plan) with another
person or group of people. Firstly, you can share the plan with another person by
granting them reviewing privileges; this means that another person will be able to view
(but not edit) your plan in FitForce Planner. This is useful if, as a trainer, you'd like to get
feedback on the design of your workouts (e.g., is it too strenuous? Am I including
enough warm-up exercises?). Secondly, you can publish your plan to a group; this allows
members of the group to view and execute workouts from this plan on FitForce Mobile.
In FitForce Planner, click on the menu (the vertical row of three dots) to see the options
to either share your plan with another user (who will then become a reviewer of your
plan) or publish your plan to a group. Please remember that workouts (i.e., individual
days) in a published plan will not be visible to group members until they are marked
complete in FitForce Planner.
How do I give someone Reviewer access to my plan?
o You can share the plan with another person by granting them reviewing privileges; this
means that another person will be able to view (but not edit) your plan in FitForce
Planner. This is useful if, as a trainer, you'd like to get feedback on the design of your
workouts (e.g., is it too strenuous? Am I including enough warm-up exercises?). In
FitForce Planner, click on the menu (the vertical row of three dots) and
choose Share. Next, select the FitForce user(s) who you'd like to become reviewers of
your plan and click Save. You can remove reviewers through the same menu options;
simply uncheck the box next to their name and click Save.
How do I make a day in my plan publicly available for use on the mobile app?
o In FitForce Planner, after you have entered in exercises (and sets, reps, etc.) for a given
date's workout, mark it complete by clicking the Mark Day as Complete option in
the menu (the vertical row of three dots) on the right-hand side of the lower part of the
screen, where that date's tier and exercise details are displayed. (If clicking on a labeled
date does not show the date's summary below the calendar, change the view that you
are in by clicking on the menu (the vertical row of three dots) in the top right and
choosing Switch View, then try again.) Days that are marked complete show up as green
(instead of orange) circles on the calendar. These completely planned days will be
available to view and execute on FitForce Mobile for any members in groups to which
this overall plan has been published. To publish your plan to a specific group, in FitForce
Planner, click on the menu (the vertical row of three dots) at the top of the planning
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page, choose Publish, and check the box(es) next to the group(s) to which you'd like to
grant access.
What is Offline Mode? Why was I toggled offline? Why do I need to sync my changes, and how
do I do it?
o When you have good Internet access, FitForce Planner fully syncs your workouts (or
fitness training plans) and group membership management details. When your work is
fully synced (as indicated by the green checkmark in the Sync Status section), you will be
able to open your plans and groups on any supported browser on any device and see
the most up-to-date changes. When Internet connectivity is poor (or non-existent),
FitForce Planner may switch your session into Offline Mode; alternatively, you can
toggle to Offline Mode on your own. The Offline Mode toggle and indicator (ON or OFF)
is at the top of the page on the FitForce Planner site. When Offline Mode is ON, the
changes that you make are only saved locally in your browser on the device you are
currently using. Also note that, when Offline Mode is ON, some features may be
disabled because they require a stable Internet connection (e.g., Share, Publish,
Download Workout). You may continue working on your plans and managing your
groups on this same browser while in Offline Mode. The changes you make will not be
accessible on a new browser or device until you fully sync from the browser and device
that you were using while in Offline Mode. To sync your changes, ensure that you have a
good Internet connection and toggle Offline Mode to OFF. When you toggle Offline
Mode to OFF, the syncing process should automatically start. However, to manually
trigger a sync, click on Sync Status at the top of FitForce Planner. Again, a green
checkmark in the Sync Status section indicates that everything is fully synced.
Sometimes the Download Workout option (and other features like Share and Publish are
unavailable), why is that?
o Unfortunately, downloading a day's work out does require an Internet connection. It is
one of the few features that can’t be done offline. When Internet connectivity is poor or
non-existent (i.e., when Offline Mode is ON), Share and Publish features are also
disabled; access to the Internet is required for both of these features.
Some of the phases and planned days disappeared since the last time I was logged on. Why?
o This may have happened because changes you made on one browser and device while
offline (1) were not saved successfully to your local browser or (2) were not completely
synced when Internet connectivity resumed. To prevent this from happening in the
future, make sure that FitForce Planner is successfully syncing any updates that you
make. First, ensure that you have a good Internet connection and toggle Offline Mode
to OFF. When you toggle Offline Mode to OFF, the syncing process should automatically
start. However, to manually trigger a sync, click on Sync Status at the top of FitForce
Planner. A green checkmark in the Sync Status section indicates that everything is fully
synced.
In the Planner, can I include a new exercise in my workout (i.e., one that does not show up in
the pull-down list)?
o Good question. Presently, FitForce Planner does not allow for free-text exercise entries.
The reason for this is that FitForce was designed for Marine Corps Force Fitness
Instructors specifically to adhere to their physical fitness best practices.
When I download my workout and print it, why doesn't it fit neatly on one page? The formatting
of the cells in the Excel document are off; I have to adjust column widths to make things fit.
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Printer settings vary from printer to printer. We tried our best to format the Excel file to
print on one page, but it may require some extra tweaking for workouts to print all on
one page on your specific printer.
How do I create a new program (a series of workouts/physical fitness plan)?
o To create a new plan, log into https://planner.usmcfitforce.com, and navigate to the
Planning section. In the bottom right, click the + icon to start entering details about your
plan. Provide a plan name, a start date, and specify the number of weeks to indicate the
plan's duration. Once these details are entered sufficiently, press the green checkmark
at the bottom right. This action takes you to the Planning view. Click on the + icon of any
calendar day to specify the main stressor type or focus area for a workout or to choose a
custom day. Once a date has a main stressor/focus area/custom label, click on that date
to access the EDIT button (below the calendar) to begin selecting exercises and
corresponding details (e.g., reps). If clicking on a labeled date does not show the date's
summary below the calendar, change the view that you are in by clicking on the menu
(the vertical row of three dots) in the top right and choosing Switch View, then try
again.
How do I add a focus area to a day?
o In FitForce Planner, when you are in the planning view for a given physical fitness plan,
click on the + icon in any calendar day to specify the main stressor type or focus area for
a workout or to choose a custom day. Once a date has a main stressor/focus
area/custom label, click on that date to access the EDIT button (below the calendar) to
begin selecting exercises and corresponding details (e.g., reps). If clicking on a labeled
date does not show the date's summary below the calendar, change the view that you
are in by clicking on the menu (the vertical row of three dots) in the top right and
choosing Switch View, then try again.
How do I edit the number of weeks that my program will last?
o In FitForce Planner, navigate to the plan you would like to change. Click on the menu
(the vertical row of three dots) in the top right and select Edit. In this screen, you can
change the plan name, the start date, the number of weeks, and the notes. Press the
green checkmark circle at the bottom right when you are done updating your plan's
details.
o

•

•

•

MOBILE
•

•

•

What is FitForce Mobile?
o FitForce Mobile is a tool that allows individuals to view and execute workouts from
physical fitness training plans. This tool displays workouts exercise-by-exercise (with
helpful videos and precise sets, reps, etc.) and allows trainees to input exercise
completion details (to keep track of training progress). To view a workout, you must
become a member of a group. Once you belong to a group, you can see all the workouts
that have been published to that group. Presently, FitForce Mobile works best on a
smartphone browser. It was designed to function smoothly on Google Chrome.
Who should use FitForce Mobile?
o Anyone with a valid email address can create a FitForce account, join a group, and view
and execute workouts on FitForce Mobile. Note that, if you've already created an
account to access FitForce Planner, you also have access to FitForce Mobile (i.e., use the
same login and password).
How can I find the Workout of the Day?
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After you create an account (at https://account.usmcfitforce.com/) and complete the
email verification process, you will have access to both FitForce Planner and FitForce
Mobile. The Workout of the Day is available in FitForce Mobile, located at
https://mobile.usmcfitforce.com. Once logged in, click the on the Programs tab at the
bottom. In the Available Groups section, search for USMC Workout of the Day. Click the
Join button and, then, you should become a member of this group. Once you are in the
group, it will appear at the top of this screen in the Joined Groups section. Navigate back
to the Workouts tab and you should see scheduled workouts for most days. Click on a
workout to execute it and input your completion details as you go.
How can I view and execute other workouts?
o To view other workouts besides the Workout of the Day in FitForce Mobile, click the on
the Programs tab at the bottom to view additional public groups that you can join. In
the Available Groups section, click Join to become a member of a new group. Navigate
back to the Workouts tab and you should see published workouts for all the groups you
are a member of. Click on a workout to execute it and input your completion details as
you go.
Why don't all exercises have corresponding videos to demonstrate how to execute them?
o We are still working on this. There are A LOT of exercises in FitForce, and the Marines
have provided excellent videos for most. Stay tuned for additional videos to be
uploaded. However, if you need more information on an exercise before that video is
made available, please reach out to your local FFI, strength and conditioning coach,
injury prevention professional, or physical fitness group.
Is there any way to track nutrition along with workouts?
o Currently, no, FitForce Mobile doesn’t support entering in detailed information about
food intake, etc. but it does allow users to enter in some survey-specific responses
about various aspects of wellbeing (including time since last meal, mood, hours of
sleep).
o

•

•

•

GROUPS
•

•

How can I join a group?
o After you create an account (at https://account.usmcfitforce.com/) and complete the
email verification process, you will have access to both FitForce Planner and FitForce
Mobile. You can join groups at the FitForce Mobile site, located at
https://mobile.usmcfitforce.com. Once logged in, click the on the Programs tab at the
bottom to view additional public groups that you can join. In the Available Groups
section, click Join to become a member of a new group. Once you are in a group, you
will be able to see the workouts that have been published to that group.
How do I create and manage a group?
o After you create an account (at https://account.usmcfitforce.com/) and complete the
email verification process, you will have access to both FitForce Planner and FitForce
Mobile. You can create new groups and manage groups at the FitForce Planner site,
located at https://planner.usmcfitforce.com. Once logged in, go to the Group
Management section. To create a new group, click on CREATE A NEW GROUP. First, you
will have to give your new group a name. Next, you can add Marines by clicking Edit and
then the Add Marines button. Individual users can be added to the group by selecting
the checkbox next to each name or by inviting them via their e-mail address. Be sure to
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click Invite once users are selected. To remove a member from a group, simply click
Remove next to his/her name.
Can I plan workouts for my own private group?
o Yes. In FitForce Planner, design your fitness training plan, create a group, toggle the
group privacy setting to private, and then publish your plan to that group. In the Group
Management section of FitForce Planner, you can add others to your group by selecting
their names or by inviting them via their e-mail address. Please remember that
workouts in a published plan will not be visible to group members until they are marked
complete in FitForce Planner.

ACCOUNT
•

•

How do I reset my password?
o If you forgot your password, please go to https://planner.usmcfitforce.com/login and
click the Forgot Password? link. You will be prompted to enter your email address. Once
you enter your email address, check your e-mail for password reset instructions.
How do I change my login e-mail address?
o When you are logged in to FitForce Planner, click on your name in the top right and
select Edit Profile from the drop-down menu. A new window should pop up. Replace
the text in the E-mail section with your preferred e-mail address. Next, check this e-mail
account to find account verification instructions.
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Appendix: Programming Chart
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